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Knaplock Youth Hostel   1948 to 1954  
 
Knaplock Farm, Hawkridge, Dulverton, Somerset 
Historic County: Somerset YHA Region:  

Gloucester, Somerset & Exmoor 
GR: SS 867330 

 
YHA’s Gloucester, Somerset and Exmoor Region annual report for 1948 described a new hostel at an isolated farm 
at Knaplock, near Tarr Steps. It opened on 1st April 1948, with minimal fuss or expense; there was a hut for a 
women’s dormitory, an old lumber room for common room-cum-kitchen, and a disused granary for men. It was an 
accommodation hostel, one not owned or staffed by YHA but run as an independent business by the farmer under 
the aegis of the YHA. 
 

 
 

 
Above: the period 1948-1950 was probably the nearest YHA ever got to a comprehensive network across England and Wales, 
in response to a huge growth in seasonal demand, especially in cycling. This pattern could only be achieved by adopting a large 
number of small hostels on the fringes, both geographically and financially. Knaplock was one such. There were many casualties 

within a few years. The farmhouse, hut and granary barn are shown in these postcard views (author’s collection) 
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The hostel ran for seven seasons, closing on 30th September 1954. 
 
One anonymous member’s recollection ran as follows, though perhaps this was unrepresentative: 

Up the flight of steps is the men’s dorm. The cycle shed is also up a flight of steps. The warden female seems also 
to be the farmer. It really is a god-forsaken spot. The whole place is ankle deep in mud and cow-mess and 
everything is damp. However, the moor is looking lovely in spite of frequent squalls. 

 
Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 

1948-1954: previous Oct to Sept 
          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
… … … … … … … … 691 727 

          

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
708 688 721 633 650 … … … … … 

 

 
 

 
Above: further views of Knaplock youth hostel. The photograph, top, shows one of the many farm buildings,  

heavily buttressed, while the postcard below depicts the disused granary used by the men (YHA Archive) 
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